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Sandhya
10 March 1980, Monday

04:00:00 AM(5.5)

New Delhi, India

Longitude : 77.12E

Latitude : 10.46N

Sidreal Time : 14:49:49

Local Mean Time : 03:38:48

Ayanmash : 23.58 NC Lahiri

Lagna : Capricorn

Lagna Lord : Saturn

Rashi : Scorpio

Rashi Lord : Mars

Nakshatra : Jyestha

Nakshatra Lord : Mercury

Charan : 3

Nadi : Aadi

Nadi Pada : Madhya

Tithi : Ashtami Krishna

Paya : Gold

S.S. Yoga : Siddhi

Karan : Balava

Varna :

Varna :

Vashya : Keet

Yoni : Mrig(M)

Vihaga : Vayas

Gana : Rakshas

First Letters : No, Yaa, Yee, Yoo

Sun Sign : Aquarius
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Planetary Positions at Birth Time

Planets Dir Rashi Lord Degrees Nakshatra-Qtr Lord

Asc Capricorn Sat 12:48:19 Sravana-1 Moon

Sun Direct Aquarius Sat 25:55:46 P.Bhadra-2 Jup

Mer Retro Aquarius Sat 18:33:27 Satabhisha-4 Rah

Ven Direct Aries Mar 9:57:26 Ashwini-3 Ket

Mar Retro Leo Sun 7:2:50 Magha-3 Ket

Jup Retro Leo Sun 9:53:20 Magha-3 Ket

Sat Retro Virgo Mer 0:23:51 Uttara-2 Sun

Moon Direct Scorpio Mar 25:16:26 Jyestha-3 Mer

Rah Retro Leo Sun 4:39:56 Magha-2 Ket

Ket Retro Aquarius Sat 4:39:56 Dhanishta-4 Mar

Ura Retro Scorpio Mar 1:56:54 Vishakha-4 Jup

Nep Direct Scorpio Mar 29:2:6 Jyestha-4 Mer

Plu Retro Virgo Mer 27:38:19 Chitra-2 Mar

Yogas and your life

There will be many auspicious yogas in your kundali and almost every kundali has some 
inauspicious yogas too. A yoga gives result only when the planets connected to it are well 
placed. Secondly, the results will be experienced when the dasha or transit connected to the 
planets is running. The auspiciuos and inauspicious yogas have an impact on each other. If 
there are many auspicious yogas in the kundali then they will reduce the affect of inauspicious 
yogas.
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The Yogas in Your Janmkundali

Yogas of the Janmkundali have been given a lot of importance in Vedic Jyotish. According to 
astrology scriptures, these yogas can tell us what is going to happen in a person's life and what 
he can expect from it.

It is also important to know yogas because the results are given precisely and crearly. From your 
kundali's yogas you can find out what to expect in each sphere of life.

Paash Yoga

Pash Yoga is formed when seven planets in a Kundali are in only five houses. 

Pash Yoga is present in your Kundali. Being born in this Yoga, you will face obstacles at some 
point in life. You may try to earn money through some illegal or unethical activities. Your friends 
will also try the same. You may be successful, but you will lose respect. You may spend your 
time in unnecessary things. Hence, you should not get involved in unnecessary issues.

Adhi Yoga

Adhi Yoga is formed because of Moon. Adhi Yoga is formed when there are auspicious planets 
like Mercury, Venus or Jupiter in sixth, seventh and eighth house from Moon. According to 
another point of view, Adhi Yoga is formed when there are auspicious planets in sixth, seventh 
and eighth house from Ascendant.
 
Adhi Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you will live life like a 
king. You will be intelligent and have vast knowledge about Shastras. You will be strong and 
courageous. You will be able to feed a lot of needy people. You will have a lot of wealth and 
property. Due to the presence of this Yoga, a person receives a high position in his profession. 
Such a person has many different qualities and he is polite. He is married to a nice woman. Such 
a person is famous and influential. A person with this Yoga has all kinds of material desires.

Budhaditya Yoga

Budha Aditya Yoga is formed when Mercury and Sun are in Aries, Leo, Gemini or Virgo sign 
together. An excellent Budha Aditya yoga is formed in these signs. According to scholars, in 
certain houses, transit of Mercury and Venus forms Budha Aditya yoga. This yoga gives 
maximum results if these is a difference of ten degrees between both planets. 

Budha Aditya Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you will be very 
intelligent. You will be able to handle difficult tasks with your cleverness. You will be famous in 
society. You will be appreciated all around because of your work. You will be able to experience 
all kinds of happiness. You will always be in the company of intellectuals. You will be loved by 
your brothers and sisters. Your family members and friends will support you. You will have 
leadership qualities.

Kemadruma Yoga

Kemadrum Yoga is formed when there are no planets in second and twelfth house from 
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Moon. 

Kemadrum Yoga is an inauspicious Yoga. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you may be poor. 
You may even have to go on useless and unnecessary journeys. Moon is the Karak planet for 
mind. Therefore, Kemadrum Yoga makes you restless and stressed. A person with Kemadrum 
Yoga may have to struggle a lot on life. He may even face poverty. There may be some 
obstacles in your education. You may not receive much happiness from your life partner or 
children. Such a person is usually dependent on others.

Kemadruma Bhanga Yoga

Kemadrum Yoga ceases to exist when there is no planet in the center from Moon. It also ceases 
to exist when Moon is aspected by Jupiter or other auspicious planets.
 
Due to the destruction of this Yoga, its inauspicious effects are also minimized. This Yoga 
ceases to exist in your Kundali and therefore, you will have Rajyoga and Dhanyoga. You will live 
a long life. You will also receive happiness from your life partner and children. Due to the 
destruction of this Yoga, you will achieve success in your profession. You will be respected in the 
society and be famous. You will take care of your family’s needs and happiness. You may have 
stay away from home because of your profession. You will benefit from far off places.

Gajakesari Yoga

Gaj Keshari Yoga is formed when Moon and Jupiter are in center from each other. This means 
that Jupiter should be in first, fourth, seventh or tenth house from Moon. In the same way, Moon 
is in first, fourth, seventh or tenth house from Jupiter. 

Gaj Keshari Yoga is considered to be a very auspicious Yoga. This Yoga is present in your 
Kundali. Due to this, you will acquire immense wealth and property. You will keep gaining 
respect in society. You will be able to fulfill all kinds of material desires. Being born in this Yoga, 
you will always be surrounded by friends, fans and close ones. You will be a polite person. You 
will be very intelligent and may become municipal councillor or mayor of the city. You may 
receive some influential position in the society. You will be honored by the Government. You 
may even be a leader of your village or city. You will be able to defeat your enemies. You will live 
a long life and will be intelligent, skillful, energetic and dynamic.

Dheergayu Yoga

Dirghayu Yoga is formed when the Lord of Ascendant is in association with the Lord of triad 
house. 

Dirghayu Yoga is present in your Kundali. As the name suggests, you will live a long life. You will 
experience a lot of things in your life. You will witness a lot of ups and downs. You will receive 
auspicious results from all ethical activities performed by you. People born in this Yoga 
accomplish their tasks through hardwork and intelligence. They receive happiness, love and 
support from brothers, sisters and other family members. You may face some difficult situations 
at times, but you should handle them calmly.

Hari Yoga

Hari Yoga is formed if there is an auspicious planet in the eighth or twelfth house from the 
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Lord of the second house.  

Harihar Brahma Yoga is being formed in your Kundali. As a result, you will be well versed with all 
the Vedas. You will have vast knowledge about Vedas. You will be able to acquire wealth from 
your knowledge. You will also be inclined towards religious activities. You will be trusted by 
everyone and will be able to live a happy and prosperous life. Moreover, you will be able to fulfill 
all kinds of material desires. Your voice will attract a lot of people as you will be a good orator. 
You will be able to defeat your enemies and help those in need.

Karn Yoga

Karan Yoga is formed when Mars is in the third house. 

Karan Yoga is also formed when there are malefic planets in the third house or if third house is 
aspected by malefic planets. 

Karan Yoga is also formed when the Lord of third house is in an aggressive sixth degree. 

Karan Yoga can cause some ear problems. You may suffer from some diseases related to ears. 
There may be pain in your ears. There is also a possibility that you may be deaf and may have to 
use a hearing aid. In order to protect yourself from the ill effects of this Yoga, you should be 
careful of your hygiene. Due to ear problems, you may be stressed. Your health may also be 
affected. You may face problems while communicating with others.

Adham Yoga

Adham Yoga is formed when Sun is in the center house from Moon.
 
This Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you may have to 
struggle a lot in life. You will receive low quality things in life. You may be poor and in a dilemma. 
You may lack skills, politeness, fame, education, property, knowledge, generosity etc. You will 
have to struggle to move ahead in life. However, you will be able to achieve success eventually.

Amla Yoga

Amla Yoga is formed when there are auspicious planets in tenth house from Moon or Ascendant. 

Amla Yoga is present in your Kundali. Amla Yoga provides you with a good source of income. 
You will remain happy with your job. Being born in this Yoga, you will be famous and respected 
in the society. You will have a good character. You future will be bright and secure. You will live 
a content life. A person born in this Yoga has a lot of good qualities. He is always ready to help 
others. He is loved by his close ones. Such a person receive appreciation in the society due to 
his works. This Yoga gives good results for your career.

Kahal Yoga

Kahal Yoga is formed when Jupiter and the Lord of fourth house are in center from each other. 
The Lord of the ascendant should be strong and aspecting, aspected or in transit with them. 
According to another opinion, if the Lord of ninth house and the Lord of fourth house 
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are in center from each other and the Lord of the Ascendant is strong, Kahal Yoga is formed. 
The fourth house plays an important role in the formation of this Yoga.  

Kahal Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to this, you will be physically strong. You will be 
determined and courageous. You will be fond of taking risks every now and then. You will be 
able to enjoy happiness in life. A person born in this Yoga is fortunate and receives fame, 
respect and wealth. Such a person is hard working. Being born in Kahal Yoga, you will be very 
intelligent. You will be responsible and disciplined in life. You will be beautiful and have a jolly 
nature. Due to your courageous nature, you may even try to protect others. You may join police 
or army.

Sanyas Yoga

Sanyas Yoga is formed in three different ways. Here are the three different principles :

First rule : Sanyas Yoga is formed when four or more planets are in center or triad house with 
the Lord of the tenth house and no planets are weak. 
Second rule : Sanyas Yoga is formed when the Lords of the tenth and eighth house are together 
and aspecting Ascendant and Lord of Ascendant. 
Third rule : Sanyas Yoga is formed when the Lord of the sign in which Moon is present is with 
Mars and aspected by Saturn. 

Sanyas Yoga is present in your Kundali. Being born in this Yoga, you will be a very religious 
person. You will always be inclined towards religious activities. You will not be too attached to 
worldly affairs. You may be detached from everything or everyone around you. You will want to 
spend your time in isolation. You will be a generous person who will not want to be a part of 
society. A person born in Sanyas Yoga is not attached to material desires. Such a person wants 
to attain salvation. You may have some very bad qualities if this Yoga is formed with 
inauspicious planets.

Vimal Yoga

Vimal Yoga is formed when the Lord of twelfth house is in sixth or eighth house. 

Vimal Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to this, you will always be happy in life. You will have 
independent thoughts. You will be respected in the society. Respect will increase if you are away 
from your place of birth. You will be rich, but will not spend money freely. You will try to avoid 
unnecessary expenses due to which people may consider you a miser. However, you will be 
able to fulfill all kinds of material desires. You may try to change others by asserting your point of 
views. People will be unable to avoid your thoughts. You will be great with arguments and 
debates.

Khang Yoga

Khang Yoga is formed when the Lord of Ascendant is in center or triad house and the Lord of 
ninth house is in the house associated with money. The Lord of the house associated with 
money should also be in ninth house for the formation of this Yoga.

Khang Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you are a very good 
teacher. You will have vast knowledge about vedas and shastras. You will also be skilled in 
Tantra and Astrology. You will be courageous, brave and intelligence. You will be a 
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good decision maker. You will be able to inspire others. You will receive all kinds of happiness. 
You will be optimistic and inclined towards auspicious activities. You will be able to predict future 
events. 

NeechaBhanga Yoga

Nich Bhang Raj Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you may lack 
financial resources. You will achieve a high position in your profession. You will live your life like 
a King and fulfill all kinds of material desires. You will be respected by others in society. You will 
be loved by your parents, brothers and sisters. You will have a jolly nature. Your thoughts will be 
able to inspire others. You will hold an influential position in society.

Marutveg Yoga

This yoga is formed in three ways :

Dheergayu Yoga

Dirghayu Yoga is formed when the Lord of Ascendant is in association with the Lord of triad 
house. 

Dirghayu Yoga is present in your Kundali. As the name suggests, you will live a long life. You will 
experience a lot of things in your life. You will witness a lot of ups and downs. You will receive 
auspicious results from all ethical activities performed by you. People born in this Yoga 
accomplish their tasks through hardwork and intelligence. They receive happiness, love and 
support from brothers, sisters and other family members. You may face some difficult situations 
at times, but you should handle them calmly.

Kleeb Yoga

Klib Yoga is formed in six different ways :

First - This Yoga is formed when Sun and Moon are aspecting each other.

Second - This Yoga is formed when Mercury is aspecting Saturn.

Third - This Yoga is formed when Mars is in Visham sign and Sun is in Sam sign. It is also 
necessary that Mars and Sun are aspecting each other.

Fourth - This Yoga is formed when Moon and Ascendant are in Visham sign and aspected by 
Mars.

Fifth - This Yoga is formed when Moon is in Sam sign and Mercury is in Visham sign. It is also 
necessary that both of these planets are aspected by Mars.

Sixth - This Yoga is formed when Venus, Ascendant and Moon are in Visham in Navansh 
Kundali.

Being born in this Yoga, you may be physically weak. You may not have an impressive 
personality. A person born in this Yoga may be afraid before beginning any new task. He avoids 
taking any kind of risks. Such a person avoids fights, arguments and wants to live a 
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peaceful life. He is happy in working under a senior officer. Such a person takes his time in 
finishing any tasks. 

Shwan Yoga

Swan Yoga is formed when Saturn is in second house and aspected by a malefic planet or if 
Saturn is with a malefic planet in second house. 

This Yoga is also formed when Saturn is with the Lord of second house or aspected by the Lord 
of second house. 

Due to the presence of this Yoga in your Kundali, you may be afraid of dogs. You will have to be 
careful if you have this Yoga. If you are not careful, you may be bitten by a dog which could be 
painful. You may even suffer from rabies and other infections related to dogs. Your health will be 
affected and you may be stressed. You should be careful of dogs and stay away from them.

Vish Yoga

Vish Yoga is formed when there is a debilitated planet in the third house of a Kundali or when a 
planet is in an enemy sign and aspected by a malefic planet. 

Due to the presence of this Yoga, a person may be given poison. If this Yoga is present in your 
Kundali, you should be careful. Your enemies may try to trick you and cause pain. However, you 
can overcome such problems through your intelligence. You should be careful of secret or 
hidden enemies. You should eat a healthy and balanced diet. Otherwise, you may even suffer 
from food poisoning.

YashParakramKirti Yoga

Yash Parakram and Kirti Yoga is formed when Venus, Mercury or Jupiter are in center houses or 
Mars is in tenth house. It is also necessary that the person is the only child of his family. 

Yash Parakram and Kirti Yoga is present in your Kundali. Being born in this Yoga, you will be the 
only child in your family. You will make your family feel proud of yourself. Everyone around you 
will love and respect you. You are a generous and soft person. Due to the presence of this Yoga, 
you are auspicious for your parents and other family members. You may be honored by the 
State or Central Government.

Lagnadhipati Yoga

Lagnadhipati Yoga is formed when the Lord of Ascendant is strong and in center, triad or 
eleventh house. 

Being born in this Yoga, you have a magnificent personality and live your life like a King. You 
have a lot of servants. A lot of people are always ready to serve you. Even if a person is born in 
a poor family, he is able to progress in life through his own efforts and hardwork. He is able to 
fulfill all kinds of desires. You are disciplined and have a good character. You own a lot of 
vehicles, ornaments and other luxurious items. You are famous and receive many awards from 
the Government and other authorities. You may achieve a high position in society.
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Anant Keerti Yoga 

Anant Kirti Yoga is formed when either of the Lords of house of wealth, ninth house or house of 
benefits are in a center house. It is also necessary that the Lord of Ascendant is strong and 
Mercury is either the Lord of fifth, eleventh or house of wealth and placed in a center house. 

Anant Kirti Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga in your Kundali, 
you have a lot of immovable property. You live your life like a King. You have lots of servants, 
vehicles, fame, wealth etc. You also have a good life partner. You are inclined towards religious 
activities. You have a lot of good qualities. You are loved by your family and live a happy married 
life. You are praised by others throughout your life. This may be for a task which was 
accomplished by you.

Bahusantati Yoga

Bahu Santati Yoga is formed when Venus's sign or Navansh is in fifth house or fifth house is 
aspected by Venus. 

This Yoga is also formed when the Lord of fifth house is in an exalted sign in third house. It 
should be in a friendly house and forming an auspicious Yoga. 

Bahu Santati Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you will have a 
lot of children. You may have sons as well as daughters. You will receive happiness from your 
children. Your brothers and friends are influential in society. Even you also hold an important 
position in society. You are also accompanied by important people. You are respected in society 
because of your children. You are blessed by elders and receive good education. You are 
accompanied by intellectuals. Your expenses may keep rising. However, this will not cause any 
problems because of your habit of saving money.

Vidyabadha Yoga

Vidya Badha Yoga is formed when Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn sign is in fifth house or Saturn is 
in Sagittarius sign in fifth house. 

With the absence of any auspicious Yoga in a person's Kundali, Vidya Badha Yoga results in 
obstacles in education. Such a person faces many problems with education and studies. You 
may be far behind other students or your education may be disrupted. However, dedication and 
hardwork can help you to excel in studies. Such a person is able to succeed in life even after 
problems related to education. He can earn good income if he is guided in the right direction.

Sheeghra Santan Yoga

Shighra Santan Yoga is formed when Aries, Taurus or Cancer sign is in fifth house and Rahu or 
Ketu is also in fifth house.

Due to the presence of this Yoga, a person is blessed with a child very soon in life. Due to the 
formation of this Yoga, you receive a lot of happiness from your child. You receive fame and 
success in life. Such a person provides happiness to his family. Such a person is very ambitious 
in life. He keeps making efforts in life to succeed. A person born in this Yoga is 
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loved by his brothers and friends. He is able to excel in life through hardwork. Such a person has 
a lot of responsibilities. He is usually supported by his child. 

Rudra Yoga

Rudra Yoga is formed in following ways :

First - When Jupiter is in twelfth house, Saturn is the Lord of third house and placed in eleventh 
house or when Sun is in eleventh house and Jupiter is the Lord of Ascendant and placed in 
twelfth house. 

Second - When the Lord of Navansh of the house in which Lord of ninth house is placed is in 
fourth or fifth house.

Third - When Jupiter and Mercury are strong and together or when Mercury is aspected by 
Jupiter. 

Rudra Yoga is present in your Kundali. This is considered to be an auspicious Yoga. This is 
similar to a Raj Yoga. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you will live a prosperous life. You 
achieve success due to your energy. You overcome all kinds of obstacles to achieve success in 
life. A person born in this Yoga is able to acquire all objects to fulfill material desires. You hold an 
important position in society. You act as a leader in society and fulfill your responsibilities 
towards family members. You are intelligent and have a lot of good qualities.

Rashmi Yoga

Rashmi Yoga is formed when all planets in a Kundali are in Shirshodaya signs and Moon is 
aspected by auspicious planets or it is in Cancer sign. 

This Yoga is also formed when the Lord of Ascendant is in ninth house or tenth house. 

A strong Rashmi Yoga is also formed when Mars is exalted, strong and aspected by Sun, Moon 
and Jupiter. 

Rashmi Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you will have a happy 
and prosperous life. You will be famous and respected by people. Due to Rashmi Yoga, you are 
able to fulfill all your desires. You have a nice family, vehicles and other luxurious items. Your 
financial status is also strong. A person born in Rashmi Yoga has a loving life partner. Such a 
person understands his responsibilities towards relationships. A person born in this Yoga is 
strong, courageous and achieves success in life. Such a person has an attractive personality. 
You are always inclined towards religious activities. You are a generous person and believe in 
charities.

Chandal Yoga

Chandala Yoga is formed when Jupiter and Rahu or Jupiter and Ketu are together in a Kundali 
or if Jupiter is aspected by Rahu or Ketu.

A person born in this Yoga is unlucky in life. He may not be very intelligent. Jupiter provides such 
a person with a bad character and bad qualities. A person's behaviour may display ups and 
downs throughout his life. A person born in this Yoga is not satisfied with his income. 
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Such a person has many scars on his body. It is usually seen, that the house in which Chandal 
Yoga is formed gives average results. A person is unable to achieve success even after a lot of 
efforts and struggle. 

Vran Yoga

Due to the Vran Yoga you might be excessively prone to skin eruptions and skin related 
diseases.

Vran Yoga

Due to the Vran Yoga you might be excessively prone to skin eruptions and skin related 
diseases.

Shubhakartari Yoga

Shubh Kartari Yoga is formed when there are auspicious planets in second and twelfth house 
from Ascendant. This Yoga can be formed in any house of a Kundali. If there are auspicious 
planets in second and twelfth house from any house, Shubh Kartari Yoga is formed. 

Shubh Kartari Yoga is present in your Kundali. Due to the presence of this Yoga, you will be 
energetic and passionate. You will be famous all around the world. You will receive auspicious 
results in life. You will have many different sources of income. You achieve success in your 
business or profession. You are able to influence others and will always be supported by good 
friends. You are able to fulfill all kinds of material desires. You are good in saving money. You 
are healthy and strong throughout your life.

Papakartari Yoga

Paap Kartari Yoga is formed when there are malefic planets in second and twelfth house from 
any house in a Kundali. 

Paap Kartari Yoga is considered to be an inauspicious Yoga as it reduces auspicious results in a 
person's life. Due to the presence of this Yoga, a person faces many obstacles in life. Auspicious 
results for the house associated with this Yoga are reduced. A person is unable to achieve 
success even after making a lot of efforts. In case Ascendant is associated with this Yoga, a 
person is involved with unethical and immoral activities. This Yoga makes a person lazy, tired 
and lethargic. A person born in this Yoga feels some sort of binding. Due to the presence of this 
Yoga, a person may be inclined towards unethical activities.


